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Introduction 
Understanding and customizing the logins for the Sierra server is essential in order to optimize the use of all Sierra 
functions for the library's particular needs, policies, and practices. This document can be used as a guide for setting 
up new logins. You will learn about the elements necessary to take into consideration when creating new users and 
the authorizations, options and settings that can be applied. 

Underlined topics below are hyperlinks to the Sierra documentation (http://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp). 
Right-click the text, select Copy Hyperlink and paste the URL directly into a browser. A valid login is required to 
use these resources. 

A copy of the Sierra documentation is located on your own Sierra server and can be 
opened from within the Sierra staff application (Sierra Desktop or Sierra Web): 
Admin | Manual. Hyperlinked text can be used to search for topics in the local 
copy of the documentation. 

Sierra user accounts are managed in the Administration Application (shortened to Admin App). 

The Sierra Admin App is browser based and you log in from a URL using this pattern: http://<mylibraryip-or-
nameserver>/sierra/admin  

The login you use must have the Admin App assigned as an Application and it must also have the necessary 
permissions to work with user administration. Before you create your own user accounts you can use the training 
login for system administration, provided to you by the implementation team. 

In the Admin App, click Authorizations and Authentication, under USER ACCOUNTS. 

User list 
Users is the default display. It shows the list of users and allows editing all the settings for an individual user. For 
new users there is a Create User button on top right. 

 
When you first start using Sierra you will mainly have different types of training logins here. Those logins can often 
be used to import tentative settings from, primarily permissions. 
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The default sort order is by login name. Note that you can sort the list by any of the columns by simply clicking on 
the column header, for example Full Name. If you click the header twice, the sort order is reversed. 

This is good to keep in mind both when you think about how to construct the login 
names and when you decide how to enter the full names, particularly if you work in 
a shared system with many users. Building a logical structure will save time and 
effort later. 

You can also filter the list of users by typing in the box at the top: 

 
The filter works for all of the displayed columns. You can for example filter by year in the Password Date column: 

 
If another user had the same characters as part of the name for example, you would have seen that user too.  
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Edit user 
Once a user account is established all elements apart from the username itself may be changed. Find the user in the 
list and click the + beside the name. Then click EDIT. 

  
Make the change on the appropriate tab. Use the “back to Users” link to return to the list of users. 

 

Create users 
To start creating a new user, click the Create User button to the top right of the list of users. 

Best practice when you start creating users is to create some that work as templates, or model users, for different 
categories of staff. For example a circulation desk template, a cataloger template, etc. Once you have some good 
templates you can import all settings for new users as you create them. It will then be easy to make final tweaks for 
each user account as needed. 

Basic Info – unique information 
The user opens on the Basic Info tab where you first need to fill in the information that should be unique for each 
user: Name, Full name and Password. This is the only information that cannot be imported from another user. 
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Name 
The username can contain a combination of letters, numbers, underscore, and period. No other characters are 
accepted in a user's name.  

Usernames are case-sensitive and can be mixed-case. 12 characters is the maximum. 

Note: Do not begin a username with "iii." Usernames starting with these three 
characters are reserved for Innovative staff. 

Using a location code at the beginning of the name is a handy way to organize a large number of users. 

The example above shows a login name starting with a branch location code – iu – followed by the description of 
what the login is aimed for – in this case a group login for a particular circulation desk. The uppercase letter is used 
to make it easy to distinguish the different parts in a list of users. It will also heighten the security level of the 
username. 

If you create a login that should have Sierra SQL Access you cannot use upper case 
letters. Due to restrictions of the PostgreSQL database, names that include capital 
letters are unable to authenticate against the database. 

Once the user is saved, you can no longer edit the name.  

Full name 
This is a descriptive name for future reference. Again, if you are administering a large number of users it might be a 
good idea to implement a naming convention. For example, start with the user’s location also if it is a personal login.  
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Password 
The password needs to be entered twice so that it can be confirmed. 

The hardcoded minimum password length is 8 characters. The system accepts up to up to 64 characters (Sierra 
version 4.0 and later). 

Accepted characters are upper and lower case letters, digits and some special characters. You cannot use diacritic 
characters, such as ö, á or ñ or non-Latin characters. 

 

Other password composition requirements might apply, depending on your system's 
Password Policies. 

At this point you can save the user if you wish. Click the SAVE button at the top. 

Remaining Basic Info information can be entered now, or you can choose to Import Settings from an existing user. 

Saved user 
After saving you see the username at the top of the screen and can no longer edit it.  

 
You can edit the full name at any time, and you can also change the password using the link on the screen. 

If you for some reason change your mind while editing, but before you save, Discard changes allows you to exit 
without saving any changes. 

Change password 
If you choose to change the password, you will get a pop-up box where you enter the new password twice. 

ACCEPTED CHARACTERS 

a-z 

A-Z 

0-9 

. ! @ # $ % ^ ( ) _ - + = { } [ ] " ' ? < > 

 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sadmin/sadmin_desktop_passpolicy.html
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If the passwords don’t match the system will display an error message when you click Change Password: 

 

Basic Info – groupings 
A user can belong to a number of groups, representing different types of functionality in various parts of the 
system. Some of these groups can be configured by the library, some are created and maintained by Innovative staff. 
Only User group and Accounting unit (if set up) are mandatory, the rest are used optionally as needed. 

It is recommended to create the necessary groups before you start creating the bulk of users. If you are working 
with “template” users you can set those up while groups are still not defined because you only need to edit a few 
users as groups get defined. But you should avoid creating a large number of users before there is reliable 
information to import from the “template” users. 
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Locations served 

 
Locations Served are tables of locations belonging to particular collections or buildings or institutions. If it is 
required that the system should recognize which collection, branch or institution the user is responsible to, select an 
appropriate Locations Served value.  

If the Locations served value is set as 'none', which is the equivalent of all locations, the system will not know, for 
instance, to place items in transit to another branch when the user is logged in and carrying out a circulation checkin 
transaction. 
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The library creates and maintains their Locations Served table. It is difficult to set up a complete table early in 
implementation because it relies on location codes and those are normally not established at that stage. But you can 
work out a structure and create place holder entries with perhaps just a top level code for each collection/building 
that should have its own locations served.  

When you plan, think about what makes sense in terms of display – pure alphabetical by name, some large branches 
at the top, by geographical area? The order in which entries appear in the Locations Served table depends on the 
order in which they are added. The system does not do any kind of sorting. The library cannot move entries after 
they are added, however Innovative staff can help with that if necessary. 

Note that in the user administration the Locations Served entries do appear in 
alphabetical order, as illustrated by the screenshot above. The actual order in the 
Locations Served table is: 

 
The same location codes can appear in multiple locations served, for example if it makes sense to have overall 
locations served for a county or a university that is part of a consortium, in addition to entries for the individual 
branches. It is important to bear in mind that the group that should be used for reporting is entered before any 
generic group that is used only for administrative purposes. That is because many reports rely on the Locations 
Served table and will pick the first occurrence of a location code to establish which reporting group it belongs to. 

User group 

 
User Groups are used to distribute licenses among your staff users, to ensure that they have access. It is also used to 
track some login statistics.  

Each user needs to be associated with a group. The system comes with some default groups but you can set up new 
groups, as many as needed. 

User Groups are one of the global parameters, described in more detail later in this guide. 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sadmin/sadmin_admin_corner_loc_served2.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sadmin/sadmin_useraccts_auths_global_user_groups.html
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Accounting unit 

 
Some Sierra systems are set up for Multiple Accounting Units for order and fund accounting, usually when several 
institutions are sharing a server. If units exist, it is mandatory to associate the user with one of them. 

If your Sierra is not set up for Multiple Accounting Units then this piece will be blank, otherwise, select the 
appropriate unit from the menu.  

Accounting units are normally defined before the system is installed and are in place when you start using it. 
Innovative is responsible for the setup. 

Statistic group 

 
Statistics Groups are numbers in a table, 0-5000, used to capture statistics from users into a group indicating a 
collection, branch or institution. 

The most important use is in circulation statistics where the group represents the login used to carry out a 
transaction. If the group is set as ‘none’, that is, no statistic group is selected, transactions are tracked to group 
number ‘0’. Because that is also the number often used for web based transactions, such as when patrons are 
renewing online, it is recommended that ‘0’ is reserved for such general use, and staff users are assigned another 
valid group. 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sril/sril_account_units.html
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The library maintains their Statistical Group Maintenance table. 

Scope 
Some Sierra systems are set up for multiple scopes to enable the database to be limited to a particular collection, 
branch or institution. Scopes are subsets of the records in your system's database, most commonly based on 
location codes but other fields can be used. 

 
The main purpose of scoping is usually to offer limits for patron searching. But a staff user with an associated scope 
can also use it to limit a summary of item records to just their scope in certain functions. 

Innovative can also set your system to restrict scoped staff users so that they can access records only within an 
associated scope. Staff users can then view but not edit or delete attached item, holdings or order records outside of 
their assigned login scopes. Login scoping does not restrict the editing of bibliographic records, which can’t be 
“owned” in the same way as attached records.  

If your library wants to use this restrictive option, Innovative recommends that you keep at least one staff user 
"unscoped" to access records from the entire collection. 

If your Sierra is not set up for scopes then this piece will be blank. 

Innovative works with you to define the scopes for your system and they are usually not finished at the very 
beginning of the implementation. 

For further information, see the Scoping overview in the Sierra documentation. 

Options group 
The use of Options Groups is fairly unusual; most libraries do not need to use options groups at all. But some Sierra 
systems may need to be set up so that certain option settings can be different for the same function, when the basic 
setting is system-wide. One example is configuration of circulation notices. Normally a user can only configure 
notice jobs for their own Locations Served, but Innovative can enable a background option to allow users to choose 
any Locations Served group for a notice job. This function is mostly used to allow a system administrator to 
configure jobs for all branches and requires an options group to limit the possibility to only administrator logins. 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sril/sril_circ_param_statname.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sril/sril_scoping_overview.html
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Background logins used for selfcheck functions may also require options group to vary if not all units will require 
PIN authentication for example.  

Innovative works with you to define Options Groups if necessary. Because a user can only be associated with one 
group, the setup may be complex and require careful consideration if several option settings need to vary.  

If your system is not set up for Options groups then only 'None' will appear in the menu. Otherwise, select an 
options group if appropriate, or leave as ‘none’. 

Basic Info – other elements 

Language 

 
Some Sierra systems are set up for multiple languages for staff applications. If that’s the case, select the language 
from the menu as appropriate to the user. Others may be set up for multiple languages only for the public 
interfaces, and then there will be no option to choose a language for staff users. 

If your Sierra is not set up for multiple languages for staff use, then the only option here will be English.  

Note that ‘None’ also means that the user language will be English. 

Timeouts 
There are two timeout settings. If you have no need for timeouts, leave the entries blank or enter 0 for both timeout 
parameters. 

In this example the first timeout is set to 10 minutes (600 seconds), the second timeout is 12 minutes (720 seconds).  
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The two timeout settings are treated in sequence. So 2 minutes after the first timeout the second timeout will kick 
in. 

After the first timeout the system may indicate an impending timeout with a beep sound. In most cases, it also 
provides a timeout countdown before the second timeout. It is only if the difference between the first and the 
second timeout is less than or equal to 3 that there is no timeout countdown at all. If the countdown is running, the 
user can close it, or click anywhere on the screen to make the session active again. 

After the second timeout the system will clear the current function and prompt the user to choose a function, OR, it 
will exit the application entirely. What it does depends on how the Login setting on the Options tab is defined. 

The second timeout value must be a larger number than the first timeout value. This means that you cannot use 
only the first timeout. If that has a value other than 0 or blank, the second timeout must also be set, and be at least 1 
second more than the first.  

You can however disable the first timeout by setting it to a value of 0, and by doing so in effect only use the second 
timeout. If you want to do this, just make sure that you indeed set the first timeout to 0, and don’t leave it blank 
because that will disable the timeout function. 

If the user is logged in to the Sierra Desktop application the system will not apply the timeout if the session is left 
idle in the middle of a transaction, such as a checkout. 

Sierra Web honors the timeouts set for the login being used, but it also has a built-in timeout of one hour. Should 
the user have a second timeout of more than one hour (3600 seconds) it overrides the built-in timeout. Also, Sierra 
Web times out of a session even if it is left idle in the middle of a transaction. 

For an Express Lane login the second timeout controls how long an Express Lane checkout station can remain 
inactive before it signs out a patron automatically. 

Password policy settings 

The Exempt and Suspended settings are only available if the Password Policies 
feature is enabled on your system. For a brief overview, see the Password policies 
section towards the end of this guide 

 
All logins start out as ‘exempt’ so if the login should be subject to restrictions set by password policies you need to 
change from ‘Yes’ to ‘No’. 

Note that if you have specified the option to “Limit number of failed login attempts” in the password policies 
settings, this applies to all users, also those you choose to exempt from password policies. 

The ‘Suspended’ option specifies whether the user can access the system. You can for example suspend a personal 
login if the staff member is on long-term leave, and then activate it again when they are back. 
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Password date 

 
The Password date box will remain blank until the user’s password has been changed at least once. After that it will 
display the date on which the password was last changed. 

 
The password can be changed here in the Admin App, or by a user with proper permission in the Sierra staff 
application.  

If password policies are applied and the option to “Require password change on first login” is selected, the 
password date box needs to be blank for this to apply to an existing login. To clear the date, just delete it manually 
or use the calendar icon and the ‘Clear’ option. 

 
You may note that it is in fact possible to change the date manually. This should of course be used with extreme 
caution and only when circumstances make it absolutely necessary. One example could be that a user exempted 
from password policies will no longer be exempt but you don’t want to force a password change on first login. If 
the user never changed the password you need to insert a date to avoid this. 
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Preferred locations and Preferred funds 

 
These options are used by very few libraries. They are associated with Selection Lists functionality in Acquisitions. 
This feature is sometimes used by multi-branch libraries that have a master list of orders that their branches can 
select from. Limiting by locations and/or funds can prevent a selector in one branch from editing an entry from 
another branch. 

The Preferred funds and locations functionality requires some additional setup to take effect and is described in the 
Sierra documentation.  

Note that no values are set initially even if the screen display may make it look like that. In order to apply a value 
you need to select it from the drop-down and click ADD. 

Once you have added a value it displays above the drop-down menu. 

 
You can keep adding as many values as you need. If something was added by mistake, use the ‘x’ beside it to remove 
it from the selection. 

Printers 

 
The last setting in Basic Info is the definition of printers that the user should have access to. The most commonly 
used options, and what most Sierra staff application users probably need, are Local Printer and Send to email 
address. 

‘Local Printer’ will give the user the option to choose from whatever printers are available locally or on the network 
from their workstation. That might include standard printers, receipt printers or label printers depending on the 
local setup.  

‘Send to email address’ is a handy way to print when no physical output is needed or wanted. When this printer type 
is used the user will be prompted to enter an email address and the output will be sent to that email address. 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgacq/sgacq_select_limit_locs.html
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In addition it might be useful for some users to have access to a ‘file save’ printer or a system printer. A system 
printer is a printer with its own designated IP address which means it doesn’t have to be immediately available on 
the network but print jobs can be sent directly to it. Typically system printers are high-capacity printers located in a 
special location and used for high volume printing like circulation notices. Special setup is required to define a 
system printer. 

Sierra Web users can print using the Print option in the browser. Sierra Web ignores most specific printers assigned 
with this parameter setting. The system considers a login to have access to the Browser Printer if the login has ‘Local 
printer’, ‘Attached printer’ or another similar option assigned. ‘Send to email address’ and file save or system 
printers have to be assigned separately.  

Make sure to click the SAVE button before you leave the tab in order to save your changes. 

Applications 
This controls the set of software applications that the user is authorized to access. The applications that are shown 
will depend on what the Library has acquired. 

 
The system presents two parallel lists, one showing Assigned applications that the user is authorized to access and 
the other showing Available applications that the user is not authorized to access.  

When you first start creating a new user all applications are listed alphabetically as Available applications. Use the 
mouse or the ‘add all’ or ‘remove all’ links to move applications from the Available to Assigned list or vice versa. 
Click SAVE to finish. 

Sierra Desktop and Sierra Web are not treated as standalone applications, both are included in “Sierra Application”. 
Access to each is enabled or disabled through the Login setting on the Options tab. The default is to have both 
enabled for all users. 

If a user is assigned Sierra SQL Access the system presents a popup showing the SQL Access License information.  
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This needs to be accepted before you can proceed. 

Make sure to click the SAVE button before you leave the tab in order to save your changes. 

Permissions 
Permissions dictate what a user is actually allowed to do in terms of accessing functions, editing records, and so on, 
often down to a microscopic level. Due to the complexity and the large number of permissions, this is an area where 
it really pays off to create model users and then import settings to populate permissions for other similar types of 
users. 

It is not possible to list here all the possible permissions. Those used in Sierra are listed in the Sierra documentation 
with information on the function each relates to and what it controls: Permissions used by Sierra. 

The system presents two parallel lists, one showing Assigned permissions that the user is authorized for and the 
other showing Available permissions that the user is not authorized for.  

When you first start creating a new user all permissions are listed alphabetically as Available permissions.  

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sril/sril_auth.html
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The number shown in parentheses (418) is the total number of permissions. The list of permissions is the same on 
all new systems and not depending on which products your library has acquired. This means that some permissions 
may not be applicable to your specific setup. In case you are unsure about any of them you can consult the Sierra 
documentation. New permissions are sometimes added with new releases which means the list is updated from time 
to time. 

You can move individual permissions back and forth between the Available and the Assigned list by using the 
mouse and drag them. 

Each permission has a description and a number. Any part of this can be used to filter the list. For example, if you 
are looking for permissions to create certain record types, type ‘create’ in the box. 
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You will then see all permissions that have ‘create’ somewhere in the description. 

If you are looking for permission ‘24’ and type that in the box you will also see other permissions that have ‘24’ 
somewhere in the number. 

 
The ‘add all’ link allows you to add a filtered list of permissions to the Assigned list. The following list is filtered by 
‘program’ and the ‘add all’ link can be used to assign them all at once. 
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Note that after the move the Available permissions list is still filtered by ‘program’. In order to clear it you have to 
erase what you typed. You will then see all remaining Available permissions again. 
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The ‘remove all’ link can be used to make a corresponding move of Assigned permissions back to the Available list.  

Make sure to click the SAVE button before you leave the tab in order to save your changes. 

Workflows 
The Workflow setting specifies which Sierra functions are available to a user. The system presents two parallel lists, 
one showing Assigned workflows that the user is authorized for and the other showing Available workflows that the 
user is not authorized for.  

 
Initially, standard workflows are set up to cover the functions used in work areas such as Circulation, Acquisitions, 
Cataloging, and Serials. However, these can be edited and others can be added to be more specific for individuals or 
particular job descriptions. 

In the global parameter Workflows you can create new workflows or edit existing ones. When you create or edit a 
user, you can only use existing workflows. 

You probably want to establish some basic workflows before you start creating users in bulk. But if you later create 
a new workflow that you want to assign to a number of users, you can do that from the global parameter 
Workflows. That is, you don’t have to edit each individual user account to edit their workflows. 

When you first start creating a new user all workflows are listed alphabetically as Available workflows. Use the 
mouse to drag workflows to the Assigned list. You may also use the ‘add all’ and ‘remove all’ links to move 
Workflows from the Available to Assigned list or vice versa. If you by time get a long list, you can use the filter to 
narrow down the selection. 
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To change the order in which workflows will appear to the user when they are logged in to the Sierra staff 
application, use the mouse to drag a workflow up or down in the Assigned list. 

Make sure to click the SAVE button before you leave the tab in order to save your changes. 

User Options 
User Options control the behavior of the system for a particular user. For example, the record load processes the 
user has assigned, some default printer settings, patron display layout and editor behavior. All options may not apply 
to your system if the function they relate to is not set up on the server. 

 
If a user has permission 187, Login manager, they can manage their own Options from the Sierra staff application, 
where it is available from the Admin menu. 
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Users without permission 187 will not see the Options option on the Admin menu. 

Affiliation 

 
The Affiliation menu applies only if your site has acquired the version of Electronic Resource Management (ERM), 
Pathfinder Pro, or WebBridge LR intended for use by consortia.  

In the consortium version, each library has separate coverage tables. The Affiliation menu enables you to associate 
logins with coverage tables. 

Article Reach 
The ArticleReach menu applies only if your site has acquired the ArticleReach product. It then enables you to set 
options that control the product. For details, see the Sierra documentation: Administering ArticleReach Options 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sadmin/sadmin_useraccts_auths_users_options_article_reach.html
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Data Exchange 

 
The Data Exchange menu enables you to define the import and export processes that are available in the Data 
Exchange function. The user will have access to the processes that are check-marked.  

Department 
The Department menu applies only if your site has acquired the Interlibrary Loans product. 

Using ILL departments is an optional feature within Interlibrary Loans. When you associate a user with a 
department, you limit the scope of the user to records and requests associated with that department. A patron is 
associated with a department via the patron record’s Home Library. 

Pickup Anywhere 
The Pickup Anywhere menu applies only if your site is part of a Resource Sharing/INN-Reach system. The menu 
will look different depending on whether you participate in Pickup Anywhere circulation at a single Central Server 
or multiple Central Servers. 

For details, see the Sierra documentation: Administering Pickup Anywhere Options 

Due slip 
The Due Slips menu allows you to customize how and when due slips are generated and the information that Sierra 
includes on default (printed) due slips. 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sadmin/sadmin_useraccts_auths_users_options_pickup_anywhere.html
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The Due Slip Delivery options are available in Sierra 5.0 and later and allows due slip printing to be controlled at login 
level in an easy way.  

 
Available due slip delivery methods can be set to Print, Email, both or neither of the options. 

The drop-down that follows controls when due slips are generated and is only activated if the (only) available 
method is Print. Otherwise it is grayed out and defaults to “At end of patron session”. 

  
For information about the meaning of all options, see the Sierra documentation: Administering Due Slip options 

If at least one delivery method is specified, the Default due slip delivery method option is active: 

 
This option defines the default delivery method for the user. The method of delivery can be changed during 
checkout or renewal. 

The remaining part of the Due Slip menu allows you to customize the information that Sierra includes on due slips. 
You can add messages to due slips, determine the patron information to include on the due slip and configure due 
slip layout. This information refers to the default, or legacy, due slip layout. For more customization options you can 
use Print Templates to customize due slips.  

To use email date due slips you must use Print Templates. See Printing Due Slips 
with Print Templates in the Sierra documentation. 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sadmin/sadmin_useraccts_auths_users_options_due_slip.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sgil/sgil_print_due_slip_pt.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sgil/sgil_print_due_slip_pt.html
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Edit 

 
The options displayed on the Edit menu control the edit function in Sierra. For example, if the user should be 
presented with field prompts when creating new records (using the “wizard”), or prefers to see the record templates 
as a form (“wizard” box unchecked). 

For details, see the Sierra documentation: Administering Edit options 

Holds 

 
The Holds menu contains options related to holds placed by staff in the Sierra staff application. It allows you to 
specify if title-level holds should be possible when there is only 1 item attached, or no items at all, and to specify a 
default expiry period for staff-placed holds.  

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sadmin/sadmin_useraccts_auths_users_options_edit.html
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The volume level holds options only apply if your library has acquired the Volume Level Holds product. 

The “Show Hold Alert during receiving option” controls if staff who are working in Acquisitions functions should 
be alerted to holds. 

Please note that rules for patron-placed holds, usually called ‘requests’, are set up elsewhere.  

Login 

 
The options displayed on the Login menu control timeout behavior and which staff applications the user login is 
valid for.  

The Sierra Access Method options are used to specify if the user should be able to log in to the separately installed 
Sierra Desktop application and/or Sierra Web, the staff-facing web application. 

Timeout options only apply if you have set timeout periods in Basic Info. 

After the second timeout the system will clear the current function and prompt the user to choose a function, OR, it 
will exit the application entirely, depending on the choice you make here. 
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Patron display 

 
The options in the Patron Display menu determine the information that Sierra displays for patron records in the 
Circulation Desk and a few other functions. 

Expiration Date Alerts can be used if you want a pop-up dialog display to warn you of an impending patron record 
expiration each time you retrieve a patron record. The system will also display the patron record expiration date in 
the Alert color. 

You can choose between Brief display, Brief display w/address, and Custom display. 

“Show patron photo” only applies if your library has acquired the Patron Images product. 

For details, see the Sierra documentation: Administering Patron Display options 

Printing 

 
The Printing menu allows you to specify settings for printers accessible by the user. 

Print receipts for checked-in items should only be checked if the system should print check-in receipts automatically in the 
Circulation Desk function when items are checked in. If check-in receipts are only printed occasionally staff can 
choose to do so by checking the box in the Check In tab: 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sadmin/sadmin_useraccts_auths_users_options_patron_display.html
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Allow label printing controls the ability to print spine-, pocket- and routing labels during serials checkin. 

Printing of monographic labels is not governed by this option, but is always available for users with appropriate 
authorization. 

“Printing Defaults” allows you to specify how the system remembers local printer settings:  

Last used on workstation: If you select this, the system saves local printer settings made by the user when 
choosing a local printer. These settings are stored on the workstation rather than on the Sierra server machine. Each 
user on a particular workstation can have its own set of local printer settings. 

Use login defaults: If you select this, the system saves local printer settings to the Sierra server machine, making 
them available to the user on whichever workstation is used. The user can override these settings in any session by 
choosing a local printer, but the system does not retain changes after the user logs out. 

If Use login defaults is selected, more options become available on the screen, to specify defaults for the different 
printing categories used within the system: Standard Printer, Receipt Printer, Label Printer and Form Printer. These 
refer to different types of print jobs rather than to physical printers, as follows: 

 Standard printer - browse displays, records, tables, files, lists 

 Label printer - spine & pocket labels for monographs and serials, routing slips 

 Receipt printer - receipts, e.g. checkout/checkin receipts, fine payments 

 Form printer - circulation notices, claims, purchase orders 

Setup 

 
The options displayed on the Setup menu control various features in Sierra functions. For details, see the Sierra 
documentation: Administering Setup options 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sadmin/sadmin_useraccts_auths_users_options_setup.html
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One option worth mentioning is Login can edit preferences because it controls if a user can affect the look and 
feel of the staff application. If checked, the user can change their own Preferences using Edit | Preferences in the 
Sierra staff application. The user can also change and save their Record View Properties permanently. (See Display, in 
the Settings section) 

Sound 
The Sounds menu defines the sound clips used by Sierra for a variety of circulation activities. All users start out with 
sounds disabled.  

If Use customized sounds is selected, a list of activities is displayed and a sound clip can be selected for each. 

For details, see the Sierra documentation: Administering Sound options 

Tabs 

 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sadmin/sadmin_useraccts_auths_users_options_sound.html
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In the Tabs menu you specify which tabs the user may access in the Circulation Desk and Serials Checkin 
functions. Check the boxes for each tab that the user should be allowed to access. 

Web Master 

 
The Web Master function is used to manage the files that support your WebPAC. 

The Web Master menu enables you to define the directories that will be available in the Web Master function for the 
user. The user will have access to the processes that are check-marked.  

In addition, you can specify which process should display by default. This is done via 
Admin | Settings in the Sierra staff application. See Web Master, in the Settings 
section below. 

Settings 
Settings control the behavior of various functions in the Sierra staff application, such as the templates, record 
displays and statistics. 

Sierra users can override their assigned settings with the Admin | Settings option 
in the Sierra staff application. Settings can be modified at any time during a session 
and most changes will take effect immediately. A change for the current session will 
only affect the workstation where the change was made. This requires no 
authorization. 

To save Settings permanently, a user must have permission 176 (Save Settings). 
Changing the Settings permanently will affect other users of the same login, but not 
until they start a new session. 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sgil/sgil_web_master.html
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Claiming/Binding 

 
The settings menu for Claiming/Binding contains settings options for claiming and binding in Sierra Serials. 

Copy claim note to next claim – select the check box to specify that the most recently entered claim note 
automatically appear in the Note text box of the claim dialog in the Claiming function. If selected, the most recent 
note will be used by default during the whole claiming session. To specify that the Note text box should be blank by 
default for each claim, clear the check box. 

Sort "Print Pull Slip Queue" by ... – to sort the pull slip queue either by location, then title or by location, then 
call number. For further information, see Printing Pull Slips in the Sierra documentation. 

Create Lists 

 
The Create Lists tab contains options that affect searching in the Create Lists function. 

Look up call numbers – if this option is checked, searches on call number fields in item or checkin records also 
search the call number fields in parent bibliographic records when a call number does not exist in the item or 
checkin record. This behavior also applies to sorting, listing, and exporting of call number fields. 

Include coverage database information – if your library uses a coverage database, this option lets you include 
field data from the coverage database in your search criteria. 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sgser/sgser_bind_printing_pull.html
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Include equivalent 880s – if your library uses 880 fields to store Romanized and vernacular characters in your 
database, select this option to include both main fields and equivalent 880 fields in searches. This behavior also 
applies to sorting, listing, and exporting of review files. 

Set default view to Classic – if selected, the Classic query builder displays by default. Otherwise, Create Lists 
displays the Enhanced query builder by default. For further information, see Specifying Search Criteria in the Sierra 
documentation. 

Display 

 
The Display tab contains options affecting the brief record display of bibliographic records and display properties 
for icons and skins in the Sierra staff application. 

Show Book Jacket or Program Image – specifies whether the book jacket image appears on record displays. If 
your system does not include WebBridge or PathFinder Pro, you must configure Web Links to enable this option. 
For further information, see Displaying Book Jackets and Cover Art in Sierra (WebBridge), Displaying Book Jackets 
in Sierra (Pathfinder Pro), or Web Links Table in the Sierra documentation. 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sgil/sgil_lists_specify_criteria.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgap/sgap_wb_book_jacket.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sgppro/sgppro_book_jacket.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sgppro/sgppro_book_jacket.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sril/sril_sys_param_web_links.html
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Display equivalent 880 fields – if your library uses 880 fields to store Romanized and vernacular characters in 
your database, select this option to include both main fields and equivalent 880 fields for any field that is set up to 
display in the brief record display area for authority and bibliographic records. Brief displays are seen above the 
summary of attached records when viewing a single title. (Also above search browses when Compact Browse is 
selected) 

The system will follow the subfield |6, if one exists, to the equivalent 880 field and display both fields. 

 Example of display with, and without, this option selected: 

  
Use larger fonts (does not affect patron record brief display) – this setting enables use of larger fonts in the 
Compact Browse display of search results, if used. (Read more about Compact Browse below.) As the name 
indicates, it does not affect the display of patron record results.  

The setting also affects the brief bibliographic display above the record summary when a single record is retrieved. 

 Compact Browse with and without “larger font”: 

 
 Brief bibliographic display in summary with and without “larger font”: 
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A change requires a restart of the Sierra staff application. The setting can therefore 
not be changed by a user who does not have permission to save their settings 
permanently. 

If no records to display, show all others – this option has to do with the concept of preferred record types for 
different search functions. Each search function has a default record type that displays in the record summary tab 
below the brief bibliographic information (or, in the case of Electronic Resource Management, below the resource 
record). This option specifies what is displayed in the record summary when none of the attached records is of the 
default type, for example if the default type is item records and the bibliographic record has no attached item 
records. 

 If this option is checked, a summary list of "all records" is displayed 

 
 If this option is not checked, the View menu shows the default record type and an empty summary list is 

displayed 

 
Default record types for common search functions: 

 Catalog – Item 

 Search/Holds – Holds/Bookings (which is a special display of item records) 

 Place Orders – Orders 

 Receive – Orders 

 Serials Checkin – Checkin/Holdings 

 Catalog ERM – License 

Users can change the behavior from within the Sierra staff application by using the 
menu View | Record View Properties. The Record View Properties menu option 
appears only in search functions, such as those listed above. Changes can apply for 
the current session only or be saved as the default for all subsequent sessions for the 
same login. To save permanently the user must have the Login can edit 
preferences option selected (on the Options tab under Setup). 
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For further information, see Setting Record View Properties in the Sierra 
documentation. 

Default to checkin card tab for checkin/holdings records – specifies that the checkin Card tab automatically 
displays when a checkin/holdings record is selected from the Summary view. If no checkin card currently exists, the 
Card tab displays the Create Card option. 

If this option is not selected, the Record tab displays when a checkin/holdings record is selected from the Summary 
view. 

Suppress authority records in Advanced Search browse – specifies whether authority records appear in a 
browse list when using the Advanced search option. For further information, see Using Advanced Word Searching 
in the Sierra documentation. 

Compact Browse – choosing this enables the Compact Browse display for search results. The default browse 
display is otherwise “graphical browse”. 

 Graphical browse 

 
 For further information, see Graphical Browse Display in the Sierra documentation 

 Compact browse 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgil/sgil_record_view_properties.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgil/sgil_search_advanced.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sril/sril_browse_results_display.html
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 For further information, see Compact Browse Display in the Sierra documentation 

Look and Feel options allow you to specify the background skin and whether to display icon and text label, or just 
icons in the toolbar. 

Changes to these settings require a restart of the Sierra staff application. The settings 
can therefore not be changed by a user who does not have permission to save their 
settings permanently. 

 Glacier Point skin 

 
 Half Dome skin 

 

Export Records 
The Export Records tab contains default settings for exporting individual bibliographic or authority records from 
the Sierra staff application. These parameters can also be set interactively by the user during the export. 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sril/sril_compact_browse_display.html
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For further information, see Exporting an Individual MARC Record in the Sierra documentation. 

Facet Display (available in the Sierra staff application only) 
The Facet Display tab in Admin | Settings in the Sierra staff application allows an administrator to customize facet 
display from within the staff application, as an alternative to doing the same thing from the Back End 
Management | Sierra Facets menu in the Admin App. 

You can define which facets appear in the Sierra staff application, the order in which they appear, and whether each 
facet displays in the expanded or collapsed format by default. Note that these settings control the display of facets 
for all users of your system, not just for the login you are using when the change is made. 

The advantage of making changes via the staff application is that you can test and play with different settings 
without having to launch a new session in between each change. Changes take effect immediately. After a change is 
made, press OK to use only for the current session, or Save Settings when you have made final changes and want 
to save permanently. 

The user must have permission 1255 (Customize Sierra Facet Display) in order to 
make any changes. The tab is available also for users that don’t have this permission, 
but those users can only view the setup, not make any changes. 

For additional details, see the Sierra documentation: Facet Display Settings (Sierra staff application), or Customizing 
Facet Display Settings (Admin App). 

Funds 
The Funds tab contains options for fund adjustment, fiscal closing and the Fund Activity Report. For further 
information, see Administering Funds Settings in the Sierra documentation. 

Global Update 
This tab contains settings for controlling the Global Update function. For further information, see Administering 
Global Update Settings in the Sierra documentation. 

Headings Reports 

 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgil/sgil_data_exchange_export_record.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgil/sgil_settings_facets.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sadmin/sadmin_backend_facets.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sadmin/sadmin_backend_facets.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sadmin/sadmin_useraccts_auths_users_settings_funds.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sadmin/sadmin_useraccts_auths_users_settings_global_update.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sadmin/sadmin_useraccts_auths_users_settings_global_update.html
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This tab allows you to set which columns to display or hide in reports in the Headings Reports function. The 
following columns normally display: 

 
To hide any of them check the corresponding box in the setting menu. 

Import Invoice 
The Import Invoice settings apply only if your site has acquired the Extended approval plan interface, EDIFACT 
invoicing and/or Electronic serials invoicing. In this menu you choose defaults for how to set order and receive 
dates when you import invoices, and which tab should be the default in the Import Invoices function. 

For further information, see Electronic Invoice and Approval Processing in the Sierra documentation. 

Invoice 
Settings on this tab controls behavior for creating new invoices in the Pay an Invoice function. For further 
information, see Administering Invoice Settings in the Sierra documentation. 

Macros 
You can customize keyboard function keys with pre-programmed sets of keystrokes that are executed when the user 
presses the function key. The system offers the ability to customize function keys F1 through F12, and also these 
function keys in combination with Alt, Ctrl, and Shift.  

You can create macros for frequently used text strings, diacritic characters that are not available on your keyboard, 
as well as for keyboard shortcuts to Sierra functions or other menu paths.  

Note that a macro cannot affect more than one object, such as a screen, dialog box, or table. Some function keys are 
reserved by the system, different for Sierra Desktop Application and Sierra Web. 

Reserved function keys are not marked as reserved when you edit macros in the 
Admin App. Check the documentation carefully! 

For further information, see Administering Macros Settings in the Sierra documentation. 

Multiselection Groups 
Multiselection groups are used to associate combinations of location codes, fund codes, and number of copies for 
speedier order creation handling for libraries that often purchase according to standard patterns. 

For further information, see Administering Multiselection Groups Settings in the Sierra documentation. 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sgcat/sgcat_headings_reports.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgacq/sgacq_invoice_electronic.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sadmin/sadmin_useraccts_auths_users_settings_invoice.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sadmin/sadmin_useraccts_auths_users_settings_macros.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sadmin/sadmin_useraccts_auths_users_settings_multiselection_groups.html
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New Records 
Settings in this menu are used to control system behavior when new records are created manually in Sierra. (Record 
loading is not affected by these settings.) It contains some settings regarding display and behavior for specific record 
types and a list of how to deal with record templates for each record type. You can also specify that a certain record 
type should always be attached when a new bibliographic record is created.  

Getting the best possible starting point is important for those who create records, even though a user can always 
change these settings for a current session. Take some time to review how to best streamline the record creation 
processes. 

The New Record Templates options contain some basic choices: 

 
Prompt for template – the system prompts for a template the first time this record type is created during a session. The 
same template is then used for all records of the same type during the session. To choose a different template, the 
user has to make changes in Settings. This choice is good when a user has a few different templates assigned for a 
specific record type, but normally creates the same kind of record during a session, for example bibliographic 
records for printed books (while also having templates for serials available). 

Always prompt for template – the system prompts for a template every time this record type is created. This choice is 
good when a variety of records requiring different templates are often created during the same work session, for 
example item records for books, DVDs, plays, music, etc. 

Choose an individual template as the default – this is either a list of all templates on the system, or the user’s preferred 
templates as defined in the Record Templates settings (see below). This choice is good for users that prefer generic 
templates with more manual input as records are created, or working with records that require no variation in 
templates. If a single record template is defined, the system will not prompt the user but starts the selected template 
automatically. 

If a user has only one preferred template for a certain record type, the system will not 
prompt regardless of settings. The preferred record template will be used 
automatically. 

Under Records to attach to new bibliographic records you can specify one or more record types that should always be 
attached automatically when a new bibliographic record is created. 
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If an attached record type is selected in this setting, the user will automatically be prompted to start creating this 
record type when a new bibliographic record is finished. Typically this happens when all prompts in the 
bibliographic record template have been finished, if the “wizard” is enabled. The user will then have to go back and 
review the bibliographic record after completing the attached record, if desired. This setting is therefore best suited 
for workflows where input is standardized and does not need much review. 

For further information, see Administering New Records Settings in the Sierra documentation.  

On-the-Fly Records 
On-the-fly records can be used in circulation to quickly create a patron or item record, often with a special code that 
will flag to staff when the record is retrieved in a circulation function, for example when the on-the-fly item is 
checked in. The functionality is only offered if the library allows it, and is controlled by Circulation Options. If item-
on-fly creation is allowed, creating bibliographic records on-the-fly is automatically enabled. 

For further information, see Creating Item Records On-The-Fly, and Creating Patron Records On-The-Fly in the 
Sierra documentation. 

This setting is used to specify how to handle record templates during on-the-fly record creation. The options are the 
same as in the New Records tab. Normally libraries have designated templates for on-the-fly record creation. 

Print Templates 
If your library has enabled the Print Templates feature, you can build a custom list of print templates for use with 
each output type that can make use of print templates. This setting is used to define for which output types the user 
will have access to print templates.  

Select an output type that should use print templates, and the system will display a checkbox named Use Print 
Templates For ... Check the box and you are presented with a list of available print templates. Select the template(s) 
the user should have access to. Initially there is usually only one default template, name beginning with an 
underscore. Some output types have more than one default. 

 

 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sadmin/sadmin_useraccts_auths_users_settings_new_records.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sgcir/sgcir_maint_createitemonfly.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgcir/sgcir_maint_createpatsonfly.html
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It is recommended you create the basic print templates you intend to use before finally customizing users. You want 
to have your custom templates available so you can assign to model users you will then import settings from. 

For further information, see Printing with Print Templates in the Sierra documentation. 

Rapid Update 
These settings apply only when the Rapid Update function is used for receiving orders, or while using Rapid 
Update on other fields in the order record. For further information, see Receiving Orders using Rapid Update in the 
Sierra documentation. 

Receive 
These settings apply when using the “receive and create orders” functionality. It controls whether or not all ordered 
copies are selected by default when accessing the Receive tab in an order record – normally in the Receive function, 
but applies anywhere where the Receive tab is available. It also allows you to set a default template for item record 
creation in this function. Most libraries use a designated template with only a few prompts, if any.  

For further information, see Receiving Orders and Creating Items in the Sierra documentation. 

Recommendations 
If the library lets patrons make recommendations via “additional items to acquire” functionality, these settings 
control how the system behaves when creating new orders based on such recommendations.  

For further information, see Processing Recommendations in the Sierra documentation. 

Record Templates 
In this setting you control the users “preferred” templates. All templates for all available record types display and 
can be selected by checking the appropriate boxes. 

However, record templates must first be created and that can only happen in the Sierra staff application. Use the 
corresponding settings menu to be able to manage templates: Admin | Settings | Record Templates. Each 
record type has at least one default template, and you can edit those, or copy, or create new templates from scratch. 

For further information, see Using Templates for New Records in the Sierra documentation. 

Search 

 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgil/sgil_print_templates.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgacq/sgacq_receiv_rapidup.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgacq/sgacq_receiv_create_items.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgacq/sgacq_recommendations.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgil/sgil_maint_templates_manage.html
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The only thing you use this setting for is to specify whether the cursor should initially be in the Index drop-down, or 
in the text input box when the user moves to one of the search functions, such as Catalog or Search/Holds.  

The default is to place the cursor in the Index drop-down which makes it possible to quickly change to a different 
index than the default, either by typing the index tag or by using the down-arrow on the keyboard. 

 
If the same (default) index is used more or less constantly, it might be more convenient to have the cursor already in 
the input box to speed up searching.  

 

Session Statistics 
This setting is used to specify whether a report of session statistics should display automatically each time the user 
exits the Sierra staff application. The default is to have it checked, and hence display the report, but rather few users 
have any need for this report. 

For further information about this type of reporting, see Displaying Record Maintenance Statistics in the Sierra 
documentation. 

Statistics 
Settings here control details about report configuration in the Statistics function. For further information, see 
Administering Statistics Settings in the Sierra documentation. 

The Accumulation Process Licensing section is worth mentioning because it has to do with user licenses. 

 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgil/sgil_maint_sess_stats.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sadmin/sadmin_useraccts_auths_users_settings_statistics.html
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When a report query is run, the Sierra server acquires a user license for the process. The user license is released after 
the data has been accumulated. This setting determines if the data accumulation process should occupy an extra 
license or not. 

 Accumulate in the background – if this option is chosen, the user can start more than one data 
accumulation process, or do other work in the application while the process is running. This method requires 
an additional user license, i.e. while the process is running the session uses two user licenses. If another data 
accumulation process is started, a third license will be required, etc. 

 Always accumulate in the foreground – if this option is chosen, the user can start only one data 
accumulation process, and cannot do other work in the application while the process is running.  

 Ask each time – if this option is chosen, each time the user starts a data accumulation process, the system asks 
if the process should run in the foreground (which allows one process only) or in the background (which 
allows multiple processes but requires an additional user license). 

Reminder: licenses are based on the User Group each user is associated with. If 
there is no particular risk of running short on licenses, use “Accumulate in the 
background” which is the most streamlined setting. Statistical reports normally 
finishes within a few minutes so the extra license is usually released very soon. 

Web Master (available in the Sierra staff application only) 
This setting is not available in the user administration in the Admin App, only in in the Sierra staff application. Go 
to Admin | Settings | Web Master tab. 

It only controls one thing, and that is to set what should display as the default process for the user in the Web 
Master function. It requires that the directories that will be available in the Web Master function for the user are 
first defined in their Options. See Web Master, in the User Options section above. 

 

Web Options 
This is where you set up access to the Web Options function. This is an administrative function that few users need 
access to. There is no default setting, so for those that should have access you need to determine the WebPAC 
options files that should be available. 
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When you click the “add another” link you will see an empty table with a drop-down menu for Filename. The menu 
may contain many options but there are really only 2 files that can be used actively: 

 /http/live/screens/wwwoptions – this is the Web Options file for the live WebPAC, using port 80 

 /http/staging/screens/wwwoptions – this is the Web Options file for the staging WebPAC, using port 2082 

 
Assign a file, enter a display label and specify the port to be used. 

Changing or setting the port(s) does not change the WebPAC behavior. Changing or 
setting the port(s) only dictates which ports are restarted after you click Restart 
while the selected WebPAC Options file is open in Web Options function. 

It is recommended you use clear display labels to not cause confusion when the files are used. The end result may 
look like this: 

 
To remove a file, click the waste bin icon on the right hand side of the entry. 

For further information, see Updating Web Options in the Sierra documentation. 

Windows 
This setting controls whether Sierra runs in a single window, or in multiple windows mode.  

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sgwpac/sgwpac_update_web_opt.html
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Multi Window Mode – in this mode, Sierra opens each new record in a new window. For example, if you select a 
record from a browse list, the record will open in a separate window, leaving the browse list open in a window 
behind it. A maximum of five windows can be open at one time. 

Single Window Mode – in this mode, Sierra runs all functions and displays all records in a single window, and each 
function or record is replaced in the window by the next function or record. For example, if you select a record 
from a browse list, the open record will replace the browse list in the window. 

The option to “Maximize All Windows” controls whether new windows should be maximized when they open. 
Tip: it is often easier to have an overview of the screen if windows are not maximized. 

For further information, see Using Multiple Windows in the Sierra documentation. 

“Multi Window mode” applies to most functions where you can retrieve records and 
open from a browse list, but not when searching patrons in the Check Out 
(Circulation Desk) function. Only one Circulation Desk window can be open at 
one time.  

If you need to compare different patron records (not their transactions), you can use 
the (patron) Name index in another search function to open multiple patron records. 
By default the Name index is available in the Catalog function only, but can be 
included in any other search function, such as Search/Holds. (Ask Innovative for a 
configuration change) 

Preferences 
Preferences control the appearance of the Sierra staff application for a particular user, for example colors and fonts. 
Changes made to the Preferences will affect all users of the login. 

TIP: You may want to experiment with different settings, so this is another area 
where it really pays off to create a model user from which you can import settings to 
other users once you have defined the best basic settings.  

In user administration a system administrator can customize preferences related to the record editor. 

 

If the Login can edit preferences option is selected (on the Options tab under 
Setup), the user can override these preferences with the Edit | Preferences option 
in the Sierra staff application’s main window and save the changes permanently. 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgil/sgil_usemil_multi_win.html
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A user can also make temporary changes which only apply to the current session. 
This method requires no authorization and will only affect the workstation where 
the change was made. Such changes can be made when the user is editing a record 
and right-click anywhere in the record and choose Preferences from the pop-up 
menu. 

Editor 

 
Using the options on the Editor tab you can customize the appearance and behavior of the editor in the Sierra staff 
application.  

Show field group – defines if the field group label (e.g. Author) or the field group tag (e.g. ‘a’) displays in the record 
editor. 

 Label display:  

  
 Tag display: 

 
Show MARC tags/indicators – unchecking this would be a highly unusual choice. It means the use of MARC is 
unavailable to the user, and if a record has MARC tags they are made invisible. 

 Same example as above, but now we cannot see that the record has a MARC call number: 
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Show field group information for MARC fields – unchecking this means MARC fields will not display which 
field group they belong to: 

 Same example as above, but now we cannot see that MARC tag 099 belongs to field group Call No: 

 
The system will not allow you to leave both of these options unchecked; either MARC or field group information 
must display (normally both). 

Show MARC validation – select the record types for which you want the system to perform validation on MARC 
fields when a bibliographic, authority, or holdings record is being created or edited. For further information, see 
Validating MARC Tag Information in the Sierra documentation. 

Overwrite MARC tags/indicators – select this option to choose to overwrite, rather than insert, existing MARC 
tags and indicators when editing a MARC record. Managing edits of MARC tag and indicators can be tricky. Each 
choice has its (dis)advantages and what works best for an operator may require a bit of trial and error to find out. 

Update field group tag when MARC tagging changes – if this option is selected, when a user changes a MARC 
tag in a record, the system updates the field group tag automatically. For example, if a 100 field is changed to a 700 
field the system might change the field group tag from “a” (Author) to “b” (Added Author). The change happens 
after you leave the field that has been updated, for example by clicking somewhere else in the record. 

Each library has its own configuration of how MARC tags and field group tags are 
related. This is controlled by load tables, and the record editor is also associated with 
a load table even though this is not obvious to the user. 

Editor colors 

 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgcat/sgcat_validate_MARC.html
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To change the color of text that displays in the editor (such as MARC tags or editable text), you need to know the 
RGB values for the color you want to change to. You can change foreground and background colors for each type 
of text. 

Another way to change colors, which does not require you know the RGB values, is to edit Preferences from within 
the Sierra staff application. This requires the Login can edit preferences option is selected (on the Options tab 
under Setup) for the login you are using. In the staff application, choose Edit | Preferences and move to the 
Editor Colors tab. Uncheck Use default colors to edit any of the available text elements.  

 
By double-clicking on the Foreground or Background box for the type of text you want to change you will get a 
pop-up menu where you can choose between several different ways to pick a new color – explore the tabs. 

 
One text element you may want to change is “Invalid text”. For easy tracking it should have an obvious background 
color and a likewise obvious text color, such as red on pink as in the example above. The RGB values for that 
combination is 252-15-25 (red) and 255-204-204 (pink). It will make invalid fixed fields or MARC tagging stand out. 
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 Invalid field in item record stands out (Item Agency):  

 

Editor font 
The default font settings apply a monospaced font, 8-point size, normal style (not bold or italic). 

Uncheck Use default font to change this setting. 

 
The fonts you can choose from are in the drop-down menu for Name: 

 
Choose a font and a size. Bear in mind that a large font size can mean you have to scroll a lot in records, both 
horizontally and vertically. A bolded text often works well to make things easier to read, but italics can have the 
opposite effect. Some trial is recommended to find the optimal settings.  
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Editor character map 

 
In this tab you can set the default character map used when entering diacritics and special characters with the Tools 
| Character Map function in a record. For further information, see Entering Diacritics and Special Characters in 
the Sierra documentation.  

A user can always change to a different character chart when other characters are needed, but it is handy to have the 
most commonly used character set preselected. 

Colors and fonts outside of the editor 
Color and font settings can be changed for various other user interface elements, but this has to be done from 
within the Sierra staff application. It requires the user has the Login can edit preferences option selected (on the 
Options tab under Setup).  

Changes are made from the Edit | Preferences option in the main window. An extra tab is available, named 
Colors and Fonts. Uncheck Use default colors and Use default font to customize either section. This can for example be 
used to change the “alert” color, or to get a larger font for menus, dialog boxes, browse displays, and other 
elements.  

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgil/sgil_usemil_diacbox.html
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For further information, see Changing the Colors, and Changing the Font in the Sierra documentation. 

Import Settings 
Once a new user has been saved with at least name and password the Import Settings link at the top right becomes 
active. 

Beware that if you import settings for a user that already have settings defined, the 
import will overwrite the existing settings for the sections you import. For example, 
if a user has a number of permissions assigned and you later import permissions 
from another user, the current permissions are replaced by the imported ones. But 
other sections are not affected. 

 
All parts of the user setup can be imported from an existing user, apart from username, full name and password in 
the Basic Info tab. 

To begin, click Import Settings. 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgil/sgil_prefs_colors.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgil/sgil_prefs_font.html
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In the first step, select the user you will import from. If there are a lot of users, type in the filter box to find from a 
shortlist more quickly. 

 
Click the username you wish to import from.  

In the next step, choose sections to import to by checking the boxes. 
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(Scroll down to see remaining sections) 

The cancel link at the top will get you out of the dialog entirely. 

The back link at the bottom takes you back to the list of users. 

Finish your selection, then click the IMPORT SETTINGS button.  

The sections you selected to import to are now populated with updated information. You can import different 
categories from different users. Just repeat the import procedure and select another user and then the sections you’d 
like to import to. 

Context users 
As an optional feature, Innovative can set up your server to allow multiple users to share a single group user account 
that operates within a particular branch, is assigned a mix of workflows but that has no permissions. 

These group user accounts are referred to as SDA Context users where SDA stands for Sierra Desktop Application.  
As the name indicates, they only apply to the Sierra staff applications (Sierra Desktop or Sierra Web), and can have 
no other applications assigned. 

Typically libraries who need this feature use them for circulation desk logins, and the reason is usually that they have 
a requirement to track transactions by individuals, for example fines payments. But at the same time it is too 
inefficient to let individual staff members constantly log on and off or use dedicated workstations. Context users 
allow the library to set the basic environment and the workflows for a user, while all permissions are controlled by 
individual logins. 
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If your site is set up for this optional feature a checkbox labelled SDA Context Only appears on the Basic Info menu. 

When this is checked and the Basic Info page is saved, the Applications and the Permissions links are grayed out. 

 
A couple of elements are also removed from the Basic Info category: Preferred locations and Preferred funds.  

If Password Policies are enabled for your system, the options referring to that are also grayed out. 

Make sure to set, or import, other Basic Info elements. 

The context user also needs to have one or more workflows assigned. You do this from the Workflows tab, as for 
other users. Options, Settings, and Preferences can also be customized for the context user. 

When staff log in as a context user, the staff application will prompt for a standard username and password as a 
secondary step: 

 
After the user responds, Sierra sets the application permissions as they are configured for the user's account.  

When a context user is logged in, the Sierra staff application offers two extra options on the Admin menu: Clear 
Permissions and Set Permissions. 
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Clear Permissions clears the secondary user and thereby their permissions, preventing all functions from running. 
Should anyone attempt to run a function at this point, they would immediately be prompted for username and 
password. 

Set Permissions causes Sierra to prompt for a standard username and password, setting function permissions to those 
assigned to that user. 

When several staff members are sharing a context user, Clearing and Setting permissions is the normal way to 
change between the individual users, for example at a shift change at the circulation desk. 

Password policies 
Password Policies give you various options to help increase the login security for your system. Even if turned on, it 
is still optional as part of the individual user setup. This means that you can set it for some users but not others if 
you need to. 

It is not turned on by default. If it is enabled, you will see the Security menu under Admin | Parameters in the 
Sierra staff application: 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sadmin/sadmin_desktop_passpolicy.html
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There will also be options related to password policies in the Basic Info tab when you edit a user account. How to 
apply password policies for individual users is discussed in the Basic Info – other elements section of this guide. 

Enabling password policies 
It can be set on in Admin Corner, where it is part of the Database Maintenance options. The menu path in Admin 
Corner may vary for different libraries, but most will use something like this: 

A > ADDITIONAL system functions  

  A > ALTER system parameters  

    S > SYSTEM codes  

      O > Set system OPTIONS 

        D > Database maintenance  

          42 > Login: Enable Password Policies 

After the option has been set to YES you need to launch a new Sierra staff application session or Admin App 
session to use the Password Policies settings. 

Setting password policies 
Password policy administration requires permission 607 (Administer Password Policies). 

You set the policies in the Sierra staff application. Choose Admin | Parameters | Security | Password Policies 
to open the Password Policies window: 
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Options are divided into sections: 

Basic Password Options 

Require password change on first login – set a generic password when the user account is created, let the user choose their 
own password on first login 

Require new password to differ from old – the password must differ from the one being replaced. Sierra can only validate 
the last password, there is no option to go further back. 

Password Composition Requirements 

Minimum password length – the minimum value accepted is "8" and the maximum value is "64" (Sierra 4.0 and later) 

Minimum number of lowercase alphabetic characters -  

Minimum number of uppercase alphabetic characters - 

Minimum number of nonalphabetic characters - 

Minimum number of numeric characters – 

Minimum number of special characters - the following special characters are accepted: 

! " # $ % ' ( ) * + , - . / : ; < = > ? @ [ \ ] { | } ~  

NOTE: in all of the “minimum” elements the maximum value is 64. But the sum of 
the minimum values you specify for password components cannot exceed the 
Minimum password length value. If it does, you cannot save your password policy 
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settings. Sierra provides a warning and enables you to return to the Password 
Policies window to correct your password composition settings. 

Do not allow allnumeric password - 

Do not allow password and login to be identical - 

Do not allow password to be a simple pattern – a “simple” pattern means passwords containing a character that is repeated 
3 or more times (like aaa or 1111), or a set of 2, 3, or 4 characters repeated 2 or more times (like abab, or abcabc, or 
12341234) 

Password Expiration Settings 

Number of days until a new password expires – this is the number of days a password remains valid. Maximum password 
life is 360 days. A value of '0' means the password will never expire. 

Number of days before password expiration to warn user – how many days in advance should the user get a warning that the 
password is about to expire? The maximum is 30 days. 

Limit Login Settings 

Limit number of failed login attempts – please note that this setting applies to all users, also those you choose to 
"exempt" from Password Policies. 

Number of failed attempts allowed - if this limit is met, the system requires a new browser session for further login 
attempts. 

Delete users 
To delete an existing user, find it in the Users list and select EDIT. 

From any of the user tabs, for example Basic Info, scroll down to the very bottom of the page. On the bottom left 
you see the Delete user option. 

 
Click the link and a warning message will appear 
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You have to check the box before you can click OK. After you click OK the user is deleted and you are back in the 
user list. 

You cannot delete the user account you are logged in as. If you for some reason try to do so the page will just 
darken out and stall, or you will get an exception message. 

 
At this point all you can do is close the browser tab and start over. 

Global parameters 
Global parameters enable an administrator to change the settings for more than one user account at a time. You can 
also create and edit workflows and set up new user groups. 

Applications 
All libraries have Admin App, Sierra Application and Sierra SQL Access. Which other applications you have access 
to depend on the Sierra products on your server. 
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Click the + to the left of a listed application to expose the EDIT button. It will also show how many users that are 
currently authorized for the chosen application. 

 
After you click the EDIT button, the system presents two parallel lists, one showing users authorized to access the 
chosen application (Assigned) and the other showing users not authorized to access the chosen application 
(Available). 

Use the mouse or the Add All, Remove All links to move users from the Available to Assigned list or vice versa. 

To view a subset of users on either list, type what you are looking for into the filter box at the top of that list. 

Make sure to click the SAVE button to save any changes, or the Discard changes link if you wish to exit without 
saving. 

Permissions 
The list of permissions is the same for all libraries, but all permissions may not be applicable to your system. It 
depends on the products on your server and your system configuration. 
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Using the global permissions list is a good way to evaluate who is authorized for particular permissions, for example 
who can change their own password, or use sensitive functions like Global Update. 

To review a particular permission, type what you are looking for into the filter box at the top. 

 
Click the + to the left of a listed permission to expose the EDIT button. It will also show how many users that are 
currently authorized for the chosen permission. 

 
Click the EDIT button to see who is assigned for a permission and who is not.  

Use the mouse or the Add All, Remove All links to move users from the Available to Assigned list or vice versa. 

To view a subset of users on either list, type what you are looking for into the filter box at the top of that list. 

Make sure to click the SAVE button to save any changes, or the Discard changes link if you wish to exit without 
saving. 

Workflows 
Workflows are collections of Sierra functions. This parameter allows you to create, edit and delete workflows, and to 
assign workflows to users. If you for example create a new workflow that you want to assign to several users, you 
can easily do it from here. 

At implementation, the system comes with a default set of workflows. 
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Edit workflows 
Click the + to the left of a listed workflow to expose the EDIT button. It will also show the Sierra functions 
included in the chosen workflow. 

 
When you click the EDIT button, the lists of Assigned and Available users show. From here you can add or 
remove the workflow from users by moving users between the lists.  

To instead view and maintain the list of functions, click the “function” link. The Assigned and Available lists now 
show the functions that are associated with the chosen workflow.  
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To view a subset of functions on either list, type what you are looking for into the filter box at the top of that list. 

 
Use the mouse or the Add All, Remove All links to move functions from the Available to Assigned list or vice 
versa. Use the mouse to drag assigned functions up or down in the list, to change the order in which they appear in 
the workflow. 

You can also edit the Name and the Menu Name for the workflow. The Name is the internal code for the workflow 
and is not used anywhere but here. The Menu Name is what is used in the FUNCTION menu in the Sierra staff 
application. It is automatically converted to uppercase in the display: 

 
All functions assigned to workflows that a user has can also be accessed via the Go menu in the Sierra staff 
application. But in that menu, they have a hardcoded position depending on the base application they belong to. For 
example, a function like the Catalog search function can be included in multiple workflows, but will still only 
appear once on the Go menu, under its base application: 
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For a complete list of functions, see Sierra Functions. The table also lists the base 
application with which each function is associated (Circulation, Cataloging, etc.), and 
in which default workflow a function appears. 

Make sure to click the SAVE button to save any changes, or the Discard changes link if you wish to exit without 
saving. 

Create workflows 
To create a new workflow, click the CREATE WORKFLOW button at the top of the list of workflows. 

 
Enter the new Name and Menu Name in the textboxes. 

 
Use the filter box above the Available list to find functions you are looking for and drag them from the Available list 
to the Assigned list. In the Assigned list, drag functions up or down to get them in the order you want them. 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sradmin/sradmin_functions.html
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Click the SAVE button to save the new workflow. Once you have saved you can assign it to users. Click the “users” 
link to switch to the list of users.  

 
Use the filter box above the Available list to find users you are looking for and drag them from the Available list to 
the Assigned list, or use the Add all link to add all users, or a group you identified by filtering. 

Make sure to click the SAVE button to save your changes, or the Discard changes link if you wish to exit without 
saving. 

Delete workflows 
In the list of workflows, find the workflow you wish to delete, click the + button and then the EDIT button.  

Scroll to the bottom and click the Delete workflow link. The system presents a warning dialog: 
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Check the box and click OK to confirm. 

User groups 
User groups, also described as contention groups, is how you manage the use of Sierra software licenses. The system 
limits the number of simultaneous login connections for each user group to a maximum number that you specify 
using this parameter. 

Sierra licenses should be allocated to groups of users to ensure that everyone has the access to the system they need. 
The total number of Sierra licenses will be set on the system and within this total the licenses can be allocated to 
groups of users. 

This parameter allows you to create, edit and delete user groups. At implementation, the system comes with a 
default set of groups: 

 
The TOTAL group sets the total number of simultaneous logins allowed for all groups combined. It is the 
contracted number of licenses for your system, and you cannot edit this group. 

Sierra Web has a technical limit for the total number of concurrent sessions. The 
max depends on which Sierra version your server runs on. See Accessing Sierra Web 
for details. 

Licenses are used for the Sierra staff applications only. The Admin App does not require the use of a license. 
Although use of the public catalog does not require a license, WebPAC logins must have a user group. Most 
commonly, libraries create a designated user group for WebPAC with a nominal value of 1 or 2 as the max. This 
way it is easier to separate login statistics for staff and public users. 

If your library uses selfcheck units, those licenses are tracked separately and are not 
part of the total max you see here. Selfcheck licenses don’t show in the User Groups 
parameter. Only Innovative can edit selfcheck setup. 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sweb/sweb_accessing.html
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To edit a chosen group, click the + to the left of the group name to expose the EDIT button. Click the button. The 
screen that opens allows you to edit the concurrent max for the group, or to delete the group. You cannot edit the 
name of an existing group. 

 
The Concurrent max can be any value up to the total max. Many libraries are satisfied with just one user group for all 
their staff logins, others need to divide licenses, or staff, into different groups depending on the need for statistics, 
contractual obligations (different library organizations sharing a server for example), or to guarantee access to key 
staff.  

Users “contend” for licenses within their group and/or within the system max. In the default setup both groups 
have equal access to the total max, so all licenses are used on a first come, first served basis.  

In the following example, the same principle applies: no group has guaranteed access because there are groups that 
have a max that equals the total max. But two of the groups have limited access, so “edit1” and “initials” will always 
have 40+ licenses left to contend for. 

 
If we adjust the numbers so no group has the max, access will be guaranteed for other groups. In the following 
example, the “admin” group should always be able to use at least one of their five licenses. That is if all “edit1” 
licenses and the “just1” license are already in use when a user from the “admin” group logs in.  
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It is rarely a good idea to divide the total max into multiple groups without “contention”, because it will limit users 
unnecessarily. The only exception is probably if different library organizations are sharing a server and have an 
agreement about how many licenses each should have access to.  

Messages such as 'all ports in use' or 'maximum number of users reached' indicate 
that the login with which the user is connecting belongs to a group which has no 
more licenses available or that all licenses are in use. If some users are receiving this 
type of message consistently while other users remain able to access the system, the 
Concurrent max setting may need to be adjusted for one or more groups. 

Statistics based on user group includes Login statistics (for staff logins), and Unlimited Web OPAC login statistics. 
Both types of reports are accessed from Admin Corner. 

Create or delete user groups 
Adding a new user group or deleting an existing user group removes the existing statistics and restarts the collection 
of data for login statistics. Bear this in mind if you are interested in the login statistics, so you make sure to save 
current statistics before making changes to the user group setup. 

To create a new group, click the CREATE USER GROUP button at the top of the list of user groups. 

 
Enter a name – max 50 characters – and the concurrent max this group should have. 

The concurrent max can be edited at any time, but the name cannot be changed once the group is saved. 

Click the SAVE button to save your changes, or the Discard changes link if you wish to exit without saving. 

To delete a user group, find the group you wish to delete, click the + button and then the EDIT button. Scroll to 
the bottom and click the Delete user group link. 

Make sure you have removed a user group from all users associated with it, before you delete it. Otherwise the system 
will give you an error when you try to delete: “Cannot delete the group 'staff2' because some logins are still under this group” 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sadmin/sadmin_admin_corner_stats_login.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.php#sadmin/sadmin_admin_corner_stats_webpacunlimited.html
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If the system finds that no users are associated with the group, it presents a warning dialog: 

 
Check the box and click OK to confirm. 
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